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     String Trio No. 1 (1951)                                                   20:00
1    I. Vivace                                                                                             5:52
2    II. Andante                                                                                         9:43
3    III. Presto                                                                                           4:16

     Sonatina in B minor for Solo Violin (1963)                      8:24
4    I. Molto Moderato – espress.                                                           1:42
5    II. Vivace; Leggiero                                                                          1:24
6    III. Allegretto                                                                                     2:38
7    IV. Allegro con Anima                                                                      2:28

     Caprice after Puck for solo viola (1978)                           14:12
8    Moderato; Scherzando – Andantino; 
      Sostenuto e Cantabile – Capriccioso; Allegretto                                 

     Partita for Solo Cello (1985)                                            17:28
9    I. Prologue                                                                                        0:49
0    II. Scherzo I                                                                                       3:44
!    III. Variations I                                                                                   2:06
@    IV. March                                                                                           2:36
#    V. Soliloquy                                                                                      2:03
$    VI. Scherzo II                                                                                     1:35
%    VII. Aria                                                                                              2:27
^    VIII. Variations II – Coda                                                                  1:56

     String Trio No. 2 (1964)                                                   17:53
&    I. Moderato con Intensità                                                                 3:39
*    II. Adagio flessible                                                                           6:15
(    III. Allegro                                                                                          7:59

Stephen Dodgson, born in London in 1924, was
conscripted into the Royal Navy aged 18 in 1942 and
subsequently experienced active service in the Atlantic.
Discharged from the Royal Navy in 1946, he entered the
Royal College of Music the following year where he
studied French horn with Frank Probyn and musical
theory with R.O. Morris. Later on Dodgson studied
composition with Patrick Hadley in Cambridge. In 1948
and 1949 he won two prestigious composition prizes, as
well as the Octavia Travelling Scholarship, the latter
offering the opportunity to spend time in Rome. 
      Returning to London in 1950, he earned a living for a
while teaching in various educational establishments and
began prolific activity as a composer. His efforts were
rewarded with broadcasts of several of his works on the
BBC Third Programme, including the String Trio No. 1. 
      His charismatic personality brought him into contact
with many leading instrumentalists including the flautist
Geoffrey Gilbert and the harpist Maria Korchinska. From
these and other associations, he began to receive an
increasing number of commissions, with further
broadcasts being fol lowed up by more and more
performances of his rapidly developing list of works. From
the 1960s onwards Stephen Dodgson wrote music for
various documentary films, began freelance work with
reviews and programmes for the BBC, and was appointed
professor of composition and harmony at the Royal
College of Music. 
      In a tribute in The Guardian, John Turner commented
that Dodgson’s music stylistically is ‘tonal, though often
ambiguously so … the music rarely follows an obvious
path. Performers find initially that the music is surprising
and unexpected – puzzling even – and almost always
very intricate … However, once the music reveals its
secrets, it becomes intensely appealing. The influence of
early music in his style manifests itself in numerous ways:
not just in his choice of instrument but also in a love of
decoration and ornamentation, a fondness for virtuoso
display, Baroque-style figuration, a predilection for

variation form … and the choice of early vocal texts.’ This
analysis well represents the chamber works in this
selection which offer both musical challenges to the
listener and the pleasures of aesthetic discoveries.
      String Trio No. 1 (originally titled String Trio in A)
(1951), was first performed by the Virtuoso String Trio
(Neville Marriner, Stephen Shingles and Alexander Kok)
on the BBC Third Programme. According to Dr John
Mackenzie, Dodgson ‘regarded this as his first real
success’, with ‘a freer sense of melody and much more
interesting linear development than anything he had
managed to do before’. In a talk at the British Institute of
Recorded Sound in January, 1969, the composer
remarked: ‘It came easily to me, and felt fresh. I recognise
many deficiencies but (you may be astonished) it still
appeals to me. Especially the slow movement.’ 
      Although written when the composer was in his late
20s, String Trio No.1 is a mature work both in its
understanding of musical textures and in the experience it
represents. In every sense the work is substantial with a
thorough exploration of thematic and harmonic
possibilities. 
      The first movement, Vivace , grows from a
spontaneous opening flourish into an amalgamation of
poignant rising themes and a remarkable sharing of
resources across the three partners. After the opening
section, a Poco meno mosso episode introduces new
themes beginning with a textual simplicity which evolves
into a complex interweaving of the musical dialogue
before the opening flourish returns. The music develops
into less a conversation than a strident argument but by
the end of the movement tranquillity has returned in a
surprisingly amicable ending. 
      The beautiful slow movement, in 6/4 time, begins with
a steady, almost hymn-like serenity before the advent of a
Poco più mosso with syncopated rhythms leading to
dissonant chords and agitated energy. When the first
theme returns, the extended development of the
substantial material eventually re-introduces the vigorous
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dotted rhythms as well as a coda which resolves into an
expressive serenity.
      The third movement opens with a vigorous burst of
energy requiring virtuosic ensemble playing. After a
dramatic pause a more reflective episode is introduced
with questioning high melodic notes. This develops into
more agitated patterns as the rapid semiquavers return
and a furious outburst ensues, eventually subsiding. But it
is not long before the cycle of vigour followed by calmer
passages returns. As the movement progresses a frantic
dialogue of voices makes itself felt. Once again a
significant pause signals a few moments of introspection.
But the sheer urgency of the inherent frenzy breaks
through again, concluding in a coda marked dolce where
all agitation is brought to order.
      The composer, writing his first substantial solo violin
work, Sonatina in B minor for Solo Violin, published in
1963, must have had in mind that J.S. Bach’s Violin
Partita No. 1, BWV 1002, was also in B minor. Thus,
Stephen Dodgson’s Sonatina could be regarded as both a
tribute to Bach and as an assertion of his own musical
identity. The composition was written for the violinist
Clarence Myerscough (1930–2000) but the first recorded
performance was by Benedict Cruft at Stephen
Dodgson’s Memorial Concert in St James, Piccadilly,
London, on 3 October 2013. 
      The brief first movement, marked Molto Moderato –

espress. with a 9/8 time signature, is characterised by
meditative phrases punctuated by repeated notes. A
middle section provides lyrical freedom reminiscent of
Bach in its poetic lines. This is eventually brought back to
the repeated note motif and a final phrase partly borrowed
from the very first bar.
      The second movement, Vivace; Leggiero, in 5/8, is a
virtuosic exercise stimulated in the first instance by
brilliant triplets linked with passages of multiple dotted
rhythms. The exuberance of the piece culminates in
repeated notes at the end. This is followed by an
Allegretto, in 3/2 time, opening with intricate double-
stopping and a mood of questioning and pondering. It is
the emotional heart of the Sonatina, fulfilling the role of
the sarabande in a Baroque suite.

      The finale, marked Allegro con Anima, is by no
means a conventional last statement and certainly
nowhere near the implications of a traditional Gigue. In
some ways it is an enigmatic work asking questions rather
than offering a definite statement of intent. But its
l ightness of touch and delicate phrases weave a
seductive spell. 
      Caprice after Puck for solo viola (its manuscript dated
3 March 1978) was dedicated to the Hungarian viola
virtuoso Csaba Erdélyi (b. 1946), who gave the first
performance of the work at his Purcell Room recital in
1979. On the score the composer wrote these lines from
Act 2, Scene 1 of A Midsummer Night’s Dream:

I am that merry wanderer of the night,
I jest to Oberon and make him smile. 

      Below the quotation there is a small group of notes, a
triad of G, a triad of G flat, and the single adjacent notes
of E and F, identified as ‘Puck’s footprint’. 
      The composition takes the form of a set of variations,
alternating moods which vary from playfulness to more
ominous episodes. Even the Capriccioso section at the
heart of the work uses dotted rhythms less for
capriciousness than to create an atmosphere of
impending darkness. This is followed by a sombre Largo
with expressive chords and tremolandi. The work builds
up into a mosaic presenting a Robin Goodfellow of
greater psychological complexity than the usual
characterisation of Puck, harking back perhaps to folkloric
images of sinister depths beneath the hobgoblin’s pranks.
      Originally written for the cellist Deborah Thorne,

Partita for Solo Cello (1985) was given its f irst
performance by Rohan de Saram (b. 1939) on 10
February 1988, at the Arnolfini Gallery, Bristol. The eight
movements of the Partita are set out as four pairs with a
faster movement following a slower one each time. The
theme of the variations is derived from the melodic cells of
the opening Prologue. The variations, soon interrupted by
the March, are concluded in the final movement which
refers directly back to the Prologue, while Scherzo I
contains a contrasting Trio section, music which is later

amplified in the Aria. This summary does not fully indicate
all the inter-relationships but the Prologue is to a large
extent the seedbed for the entire composition. The eight
movements are all members of one family, a branching
form that the composer has explored in various works. 
       String Trio No. 2 (1964), written for the BBC Music In
Our Time Series, was given its first performance by the
Esterházy String Trio in October 1964. The work consists of
five linked movements beginning with Moderato con
Intensità. Trills and tremolandi are distinctive features with
an especially loud, detached chord followed by measured
silences. An idée fixe (viola and cello) comes after the
silences, played against a low violin trill. These elements will
be echoed later on in the composition. An episode marked
Doppio Movimento con Anima makes an appearance in the
form of a foreshortened sonata movement.

      Next an Adagio flessible provides the most expansive
section with strong ties to the opening movement. The
finale begins Allegro – a rondo leading to another episode
distant from the main body (in 6/4 time on a ground bass)
which fails to recover the rondo. A concluding Lento is
compact and valedictory, seemingly reluctant to relinquish
the idée fixe. 

Graham Wade

Grateful acknowledgement in the writing of these notes is
due to Jane Clark Dodgson for valuable advice and to Dr
John Mackenzie’s The Guitar Works of Stephen Dodgson
(Cadenza Music, 2006).
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Exciting, innovative and passionate, Karolos comprises some of the UK’s most eminent soloists and chamber
musicians, including Craig Ogden (guitar), Graham Walker (cello), Harriet Mackenzie (violin), Juliette Bausor (flute),
Maximiliano Martin (clarinet), Philippa Mo (violin), Sarah-Jane Bradley (viola) and Tanya Houghton (harp). Tailoring
their programmes to suit each individual audience, Karolos is proud to offer concerts which range from core classics of
the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries, to premieres and performances of works by prominent and emerging composers.
The group’s discography reflects their commitment to rediscovering neglected masterpieces: their first two discs
contain chamber works by the British composer, Stephen Dodgson, and continuing from this will be the first recordings
of chamber music by Robin Holloway and others. Noted for the charm and ease of their presentations and the power
and virtuosity of their performances, Karolos’ remarkable combination of established and rising stars places it at the
forefront of emerging chamber groups in the UK. www.karolos.org
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In his writing for strings, Stephen Dodgson revealed an abiding love of early music through his
perceptive use of ornamentation, virtuoso displays and enthusiasm for variation form. Both
String Trios reflect these elements and their slow movements – hymnal in the earlier work,
valedictory in the later – are especially beautiful. The Sonatina in B minor for solo violin is
simultaneously a tribute to Bach and a statement of Dodgson’s own musical identity, while the
very different Caprice after Puck offers a complex exploration of the hobgoblin’s sinister pranks.  
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Harriet Mackenzie, Violin 1–7 &–(
Sarah-Jane Bradley, Viola 1–3 8 &–(

Graham Walker, Cello 1–3 9–(

1–3 String Trio No. 1 (1951)* 20:00
4–7 Sonatina in B minor for Solo Violin (1963)* 8:24
      8 Caprice after Puck for solo viola (1978)* 14:12
9–^ Partita for Solo Cello (1985)* 17:28
&–( String Trio No. 2 (1964) 17:53

Recorded: 16, 17, 18 July 2014 at Potton Hall, Suffolk, UK
Producer: Jeremy Hayes • Engineer and editor: Ben Connellan

Booklet notes: Graham Wade • Publisher: Stephen Dodgson Charitable Trust
A detailed track list can be found inside the booklet.
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